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SUBJECT: Chile Polic Memorandum
i

SSUE FOR DECIS ION

' How to relate to present. .political developments in Chile, .
ESSENTIAL FACTORS

This memo proposes specific courses of action to be
followed over the next four to Six months and is based on a
projection of events in Chile as presented in a September 27
Special National Intelligence Estimate (SNIE) (Tab C) . The
ANNIE concludes that irreversible, political change in Chile will
be determined over the next'three months by the success, 'simple
Persistence, or collapse of negotiations between Pinochet and
the opposition. The SNIE concludes, and we agree, that the
ttegotiations stand a fair chance of eroding the cycle of street
Violence attd resulting in an accommodation on a transition to
Civilian rule.
i

Ne do not believe that Pinochet's resignation is a
Possibility over the next four to six months. However, with
the basic questions under discussion or being addressed, the
issue of Pinochet's tenure will remain, ensuring continued
political instability. Beyond the six month scope under

f discussion we believe it is likely that Pinochet will be
removed from of fice before the expi ation of his term in 1989.
He may be replaced by another Army officer (probably a retired

: general), by a civilian technocrat (such as former Foreign
Minister Hernan Cubillos), by Sergio Jarpa, by Supreme Court
resident Retamal (a Christian Democ at sympathizer), or by a

~- Succession of a military&, and;thFrtrt
"B civilian figure as part oft, ' . 'gt Q h.jtransition process. li'::,t'i t', &: ~)ir)I"0
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The chief questions are how soon this will occur and
; whether the departure will be peaceful, reinforcing moderate

l, Civilian leadef ship& or chaotic, leaving the communists as the
'::, denly organized force. Wr(ÃI J
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Further background is contained in our memorandum to you of
Uuly 28 {Tab A) which outlined five passible scenarios for the
Chilean political crisis and proposed appropriate general
postures for the VS to follow in each instance. Our
Information Memorandum to yau of September 19 {Tab B) described
the current situation.

Our Po lie Goals

Over the next four to six months, the issue conf ronting the
Vnited States is how to relate to the current political
dialogue in Chile and to the possibility of Pinochet's eventual
subsequent removal from office. Basic US interests and
objectives in Chile are:

Ensuring a government favorable to US political' nterests, in" luding bath-. respect for huraan rights end
democratization {an interest that has particular
implications because of- Central America) . I

Promoting economic growth and social welfare in the
context. of rational, market-oriented economic policies.

Maintai:ning peace and regional military balance in the
southern cone, especially' between Argentina and Chile.

The Nature of the Dialo ue

The dialogue initiated in August, while the most
~ significant political development in Chile in many years, is

very fragile. Pirst, the parties to the discussions have
contradictory objectives. Pinochet is using the talks to
perpetuate his mandate, while the opposition's bottom line is
the removal of Pinochet from power. Second, one of the
premises of the dialogue is that an elected congress and
functioning political parties can be established, leaving
Pinochet in power until the end of this decade . We believe
this scenario is untenable. Finally, the opposition is a
coalition among diverse political interests whose only common
denominator is the removal of Pinochet from power.

Thus, while the dialogue is useful in moving the political
situation away from confrontation, it may not resolve either
the question of a transition to democracy or Pinochet's removal
from office; For this reason, it should be considered a first
phase -- either of an irreversible process that has given all
siaes a vested interest in peaceful accommodation, or of a
process which, if interrupted, is likely to lead to major
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disorder, repression and a radicalization of the political
:situation in Chile. Hone of the parties to the current
dialogue want this to happen. They would be likely to seek
alternative ways to reestablish communications, making
concessions in the process.

Our Abilit to Influence Events

Our ability to decisively influence the course of events in
Chile is limited. Overall diplomatic leverage is weak. Our
connections to the opposition are improving but are not
Strong. The GOC is skeptical of our intentions given the
certification issue and our perceived uneasiness with Pinochet
and his policies. In the past, high-'ievel political emissaries
s'uch 'as Dick Walters, Tom Enders and Jean Rirkpatrick have
'failed to move him. Pinochet decided a long time ago that he-
rcould live vithout us. Of course, he is weaker and more
vulnerable now.

The military sphere is critical but we cannot get to them
in the absence of PMS, normal training assistance, and the
certification issue. Despite legislative restrictions, our
relations with the Armed Forces. have remained cooperative, but
.Ve do not have ready political entree to key military figures
'who are so important to Chile 's political future. Sole
'certification of Argentina in the next 4-6 months could cut two
ways. Pinochet could use it to force the military to close

:; . ranks, or, the: military could be persuaded that Pinochet is
responsib ' for the U. S. ."tilt" toward Argentina and should be

';) removed.

'=hile's current economic crisis is causing a loss of
confidence on the part of the US business community in Chile' s
'economic policies. If the current economic leadership is

',,' '.replaced, as is likely, the deterioration in confidence will
F& accelerate . . While legislatively-imposed restrictions inhibit

us from giving some forms o assistance to Chile, we do have a
hew OPIC agreement and provide some CCC and Ex-Im credits which

I
could be withheld or possib'y increasea. Our influence with
the International Financial Institutions also help us in Chile.

Our primary asset is symboli sm. — Whatever policy we

;: implement will largely oepend on the in" angible. If the
: dialogue seems likely to fail and lead to more serious

'j; conf rontation, we can shi f t to a more activist and visible
rtr'position but even at this stage symbolism, symbolic actions and
'::~ media-interpreted postures are the primary tool at the
,'.Administration' s disposal:. -; ~
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What We Shoukd Not Do

There is a serious ri sk t
the current situation. Given
ialogue, it is our judgment

actively now could undermine
A scapegoat, as in 1973, for
political system. Before we
posture, the Chileans should
their own problems.

hat we vill overplay our hand in~~'; -'~~~'
the nature and frailty of the

that to attemot to intervene too
the process and risk making the VS
the deficiencies 'of the Chilean
adopt a more visible or activist
be given a chance to work out

What We Should Do

At this stage our policy should be to support and help

f
ensure the legitimacy of the dialogue process and to encourage
and strengthen moderates on both sides. We have, in effect,
assumed this posture in re cent weeks, and i t i s beginning to
pay dividends. It is accepted by all of the key actors as a
legitimate position to assum'e. ' And while some might prefer
open US intervention in their favor, they seem prepared to, give
without it. At this point, whatever the outcome of the
ialogue, we will lose nothing and stand to gain. We should

condemn violence (by any party) and any renewed repression by
the government -- since bloodshed will polarize and radicalize-

~the transition process.

The Challenoe to VS Poli c

We believe our interests at this point are best served by
!following a two-pronged diplomacy of maintaining a cooperative

".bilateral relationship with the current government of Chile
'.while using our influence with key personalities to foster the
peaceful t»ransition to democratic civilian government. The
,"specific objective of the dialogue which we could support is a
,definitive transition agenda. Attached at Tah D is our best

):,. 'estimate of an illustrative agenda that would prove acceptable
"+q' to Jarpa, Pinochet, and the center-right of the Democratic

Alliance.
'. '!i Given these considerations, our policy over the near term
"Fi:should be based on six objectives:

to suoport the process, rather than specific outcomes,
specif ically the concepts of dialogue and transition.

to strengthen moderate forces within and without the
GOC, including the free trade union movement, as a hedge
against radicalization and as a downpayment on good
relations with a successor regi
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to indicate our cle'ar support for democratic and
responsible .moderate opposition groups and discourage
alliance with the left.

to maintain our leverage and credibility with both sides
while averting a public-posture that conveys an image of
direct inte rve ntion.

where possible, to enhance our leverage by continuing
cooperative relations with the GOC on issues of mutual
interest.

, Scenarios and Folic 0 tions

We have identified two possible scenarios that could occur
'. during the coming months.
1

Scenario A The dialogue continues or is replaced by an
"alternative process of communication. I

be
Option I: In this case a relativel balanced posture could

maintained b initiatives such as the followin

(a) Through intensified consultations with our NATO allies,
Latin American and other countries such as Japan, closely
coordinate our positions, avoid a major divergence of views
and promote support for: the dialogue.

Qt
(c) Vse unofficial emmisaries as a channel of communication
to the leadership. on both sides.

(d) Expand the dialogue with GOC officials. Secretary
Shultz could use the October 6 bilateral with Foreign
Minister Schweitzer to indicate VS support for moderation
and compromise leading to a peaceful transition to
democracy. We could also seek dialogue with the military
and then GOC officials.
(e) Assistant Secretary Motley could use the forthcoming
Eouse hearings on Buman Rights in the Southern Cone to
respond to questions on what in the VS view the GOC could
do to strengthen the dialogue . Our response would indicate
support for' a definitive transition schedule.

(f) Ambassador Theberge could se k more frequent visible
meetings with the opoosition.
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(g) The noon press briefings and special press
backgrounders could be 'used to convey our view on the need
for GOC flexibility in addressing reasonable moderate
opposition demands for political changes.

(h) If necessary, support liberalized IMP performancecriteria for Chile.

(i) Work in UHGA to avoi() passage of any intemperate
resolution which threatened the dialogue.

(j) Use media and off the record interviews to support and
comment on the dialogue. process and to condemn any renewed
repression by the government.

('k) Consult with Church leaders in Chile and the Vatican.

Option 2: Alternativel the US could ro 'ect a more
,"t' act'. ive osture in su ort of- a democratic transition in

antzci ation of Pinochet's eventual. removal b znztiatives such
~as the followin

(a) Senior Administration officials could give
backgrounders conveying US support for the Chilean
opposition calls for a definitive transition schedule .

j

(b) Associate ourselves publicly in international fora with
those who:are calling for a return to democracy.

(c) Send a private emissary to discuss the situation with
President Pinochet and/or other high government leaders-,
urge prompt steps to define and accelerate an orderly
political transition.

(d) Arrange for invitations to be issued to the Chairman of
the Democratic Alliance, the head of the Union of
Democratic Workers, and other key opposition figures to
Washington.

(e) Inform the Chilean military tha certification depends
on an accommodation between the GOC and the Democratic
Alliance.

"; Scenario B: The dialogue is threatenec or breaks down
' completely as a result of GOC intransioence.

'
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Option 3: As
brin ressure to

a continaenc oolic in this case, we could
bear on both sides to resume discussions,

without actin as a mediator. In thxs case our res onse could
include the followin

(a) Publicly recall the Ambassador for. consultation if the
talks seem to falter.
(b) Seek intervention by the Church to restore
communications.

(c) Strong demarches to both sides in Santiago.

(d) Orchestrate ' strong international pressure with our
allies on both the GOC and the. opposition to resume
discussions.

(e) Tilt sh'arply against the GOC in international fora.

(f) Suspension of residual assistance programs in Chile,
. including CCC, Export-Import and OPIC programs publicly

laying the blame on the GOC.

(g) Break off all military 'cooperation with Chile,
including Chilean participation in annual UNITAS exercises

f RECOMMENDATION
t

That you a'pprove Option 1: That in the event the dialogue
' continues or is replaced by an alternative process of
communication, the US should follow a balanced posture along
the lines of the actions outlined in Ootion l.

~~ CJ c= / /r 'r ~iW c~~~~
A'pp r o ve Di sapp ra ve

Alternatively, that you aporove Option 2: That in the
;event the dialogue continues or is replaced by an alternative

''process of communication the US should project a more active
i posture in support of a democratic transition in anticipation

. of Pi nochet's eventual removal, along the lines of the actions
)loutlined in Option 2. (Note that actions in Options 1 and 2
(are not mutually exclusive. )

Approve Disaporove

SECRET/NODI'S
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As a contingency policy, that you approve Option 3: That
in the event that the dialogue is interrupted indefinitely, we

bring pressure to bear on both si des to resume the discussions
without, however, acting as a mediator.

Approve

Drafter: ARA/SC:DD ;jgm
Disk 5890S 9/23/83

Clearances: ARA/PPC:LEinau
S/P: RBr ' ant
HA:EAbra
P:Rperry
ARA:LRilday
ARA/SC:pBporley p
ARA/SC ~ard

Disapprove
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